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A critical part of Skylight’s mission is to present the broad spectrum of music theatre. The
Gospel at Colonus does just that in exemplary fashion. This Pulitzer Prize finalist takes two
seemingly unlikely partners, a play written by Sophocles (arguably, the greatest Greek
playwright) in 406 B.C.E. and a Pentecostal church service – and melds them into a revelatory,
illuminating, and inspiring work. Theatre found its roots in religious ritual so perhaps these
two partners are not so unlikely as we might first think. Famed New York Times critic, Mel
Gussow, wrote of the original production, “It is surprising how organically ‘Oedipus’ can fit
within the framework of a gospel musical… the evening has the shape of a church service.”
Skylight is proud to present a piece that broadens our perceptions, allows us to look at one
of the world’s oldest plays through a new lens, and experience this magical mashup that will
shake-the-rafters (and the chandelier) in our beloved Cabot Theatre.
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Classical Greek Catharsis Born Again on the Pentecostal Alter in the Gospel at Colonus
by Bill Jackson
Art is the great synthesizer of learning. It creates “a local habitation and a name” (Midsummer, Shakespeare)
for the meanings we make by blending and reinventing them over centuries of art. In the span of human life
on Earth, our universal experiences coalesce into stories, myths, legends, and poetry in which the history of
humanity is stored. These images, due to constant repetition in human life and thought, become archetypes,
a scaffolding on which our new stories, despite nationality, gender, race, culture, or any other differences
among us, are built. In his Autobiography, Mark Twain said:
“There is no such thing as a new idea...We simply take a lot of old ideas and put them into a sort of mental
kaleidoscope...but they are the same old pieces of colored glass that have been in use through all the ages.
The Gospel at Colonus is built on the second play, Oedipus at Colonus, in Sophocles' Theban Trilogy. Kevin J.
Westmore Jr. wrote in Black Dionysus: Greek Tragedy and African-American Theatre of the conceptual origin
of The Gospel at Colonus as interpreted by the writer of it's book and lyrics, Lee Breuer.
Zora Neale Hurston [African-American novelist, essayist, scholar, and playwright, the wordsmith behind
Mules and Men and Their Eyes Were Watching God] made the connection between Greek Tragedy and the
sanctified church many years ago...” (Breuer) It is this connection that has arguably been the most
controversial aspect in critical reception ...Breuer's response to the argument that Greek religion and Black
Pentecostal religion are incompatible is that the doctrines do not matter, it is the purpose...of the
experience that matters: Catharsis. As was the classic Greek performance, the Pentecostal service is a
communal catharsis which forges religious, cultural, and political bonds...by using the Pentecostal Church as
a setting, he hopes to evoke the spirit of the original experience of tragedy.

This guide is available online at skylightmusictheatre.org
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A Reading from the
Book of Oedipus
By Mike Fischer
Zora Neale Hurston, African-American novelist, essayist,
scholar, and playwright whom Breuer credits for making a
prior connection between Greek tragedy and the sanctified
church.
[image via www.theobjectivestandard.com}

Classical Greek Catharsis Born Again on the
Pentecostal Alter in the Gospel at Colonus
continued...
Greek tragedy was sung. Wouldn’t a chorus
then be a choir? The poetics speak of
“catharsis.” Did it stop at “pity” and “terror,”
or could it have evolved to “bliss” and spiritual
insight. Did one, in the church phrase “get
happy.” The Greek “messenger”...didn’t he
arrive at the end with the “answer?”.., And
what is the mystique of blindness, from Homer
to Oedipus to Blind Lemon Jefferson to Stevie
Wonder. What is it that the blind can see? Is it
the truth? (Breuer, 1983)
Orpheus and Eurydice = Black Orpheus. The
Odyssey = The Warriors. The New Guy in Town
= Jesus Christ Superstar. “My Boyfriend's Back
(and There's Gonna Be Trouble)” =
Agamemnon. Damsel in Distress = Alien.
These and other archetypes from literature,
mythology, folk and urban tales, and fables are
the receptacles not only of history and data in
the world, but also truth, meaning, and the
search for the human soul.

When it debuted at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music in 1983, The Gospel at Colonus – an
adaptation of Sophocles’ last surviving play as
part gospel musical and part experimental
theater, with an all-Black cast – was a huge hit,
staking its own claim as an instant classic.
Featuring Morgan Freeman, Clarence Fountain
and the Blind Boys of Alabama, J.J. Farley and
the Soul Stirrers, the J.D. Steele Singers and
30 members of Brooklyn’s Institutional Radio
Choir, The Gospel at Colonus won the 1984
Obie Award for Best Musical. It was also a
finalist for the 1985 Pulitzer Prize for drama,
before going on to a Broadway run in 1988.
Reviewing that Broadway production in The
New York Times, theater critic Frank Rich wrote
that “even a cynic may feel that the tidal wave
of music is lifting him to some higher, ecstatic
plane.”

Lee Breuer (Book & Lyrics)
[image via www.bostonglobe.com}

Sophocles from Colonus
Sophocles – who wrote that uncanny play and
thereby inspired The Gospel at Colonus –wasn’t
just the greatest Greek playwright. He was
also the ancient Greek version of a true
Renaissance man.
Born at Colonus just north of Athens in 496/7
BCE, he was an acclaimed athlete, dancer and
actor; at age 15, he entered Athenian public
life by leading a troupe of dancers in a hymn of
gratitude celebrating the decisive Greek victory
over invading Persia at the Battle of Salamis.

He was an accomplished politician who his
fellow Athenians voted into office on three
separate occasions, culminating in his election
in 411 BCE to a ten-man commission charged
with ruling Athens during one of its greatest
Reviewing that same production in The Nation,
political crises.
Thomas M. Disch noted that he’d already seen
the production three times, “and each time my Popular and beloved by his fellow Athenians,
he was a prankster and a playboy as well as
heart has swelled, my throat has lumped, and
deeply religious, in a culture where the sexual
I’ve cried a steady flow of wedding-march
and the sacred weren’t seen as mutually
tears, feeling foolish and elevated and swept
exclusive.
away.”
Writing at the time of a 2018 New York revival
of The Gospel at Colonus that reunited most of
the original cast, Pulitzer-winning critic Hilton
Als made clear how he felt: “Superlatives are
increasingly difficult to back up, since most of
the world speaks and tweets in exclamation
points by now, but I think it’s safe to say that
[Colonus] is a masterpiece.

But we remember Sophocles – rightly so – for
his lasting contributions to drama.

During his 91 years, he wrote more than 100
plays (seven of which survive). He took first
The Greek Theatre began as a religious
place at Athens’ annual Dionysia festival play
ceremony in which the gods were praised on
competition 18 times, and there’s no record of
an altar that evolved into a stage. When the
his ever having finished lower than second. In
church took over the theatre in the Dark Ages
his Poetics, Aristotle used Sophocles’ Oedipus
with its pageants and Passion Plays, it was
Rex as his example of perfect tragic form.
“Here was a portrait of black life – of black
mainly to teach the Bible to the illiterate
music, joy, and pain – that I could understand,” While Aristotle was exposed to hundreds of
masses. Archetypal characters emerged from
now-lost Greek plays – including those by
wrote Als, himself Black. “Brilliantly recasting
the United States of America, following a
Aeschylus and Euripides – Sophocles’ plays
Sophocles’ tragedy Oedipus at Colonus as a
European model, forging a theatre of realism
Pentecostal sermon, Breuer and his incredible were his favorites.
and meaning that could only have been born
composer, Bob Telson, got at the heart of
Oedipus at Colonus may have been Sophocles’
here. Musicals. Jazz. African-American Theatre.
difference and history and how the two helped
Images, many disturbing but none of them
last play (it’s unquestionably the last of those
create America.”
that have survived); it was produced
new, emerge from our young century as well.
posthumously in 401 BCE, following his death
But this unabashedly American musical – the
All stories are built on previous creations.
four years earlier. As with all of his plays, it
brainchild of Lee Breuer (book and lyrics) and
The shoulders of giants. Oedipus at Colonus is a Bob Telson (score) had its origins in 5thfocuses on individuals who are outcasts from
dreadful story of wandering damnation and the century BCE Greece. To understand its
their communities.
devotion of love. The Catharsis of the ruined
redemptive promise of a better future, we
Like Oedipus, they are victims of an often
hero happens and the audience experiences
must first grasp its origins in the distant past –
inscrutable fate – longing for home and seeking
with the characters that cocktail of pity and
and spend some time with a Greek play that
redemption in a world they never made and
terror that Aristotle said cleanses the soul.
the late critic Harold Bloom memorably
don’t fully understand. The number and
Gospel music is the mighty scaffolding on
described as “an uncanny work resembling
decisiveness of his characters’ reversals,”
which this immense tale is built on the Altar of nothing else I have read.”
writes translator Robert Bagg, “suggest that
the Pentecostal Church which propels it
Sophocles views human nature as often unsure
forward with soul-shaking gospel music.
or unaware of its own deepest desires.”
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Oedipus Family Tree

The Oedipus Trilogy
Oedipus at Colonus is one of three surviving
Sophocles plays – written many decades
apart – that are now customarily grouped
together as a trilogy; it’s also the longest and
least performed of the three. In adapting
Sophocles’ play, Breuer and Telson
incorporated pieces of the bookending
tragedies that precede and follow it,
dramatically: Oedipus Rex (written in the 420s
BCE) and Antigone (written in 442/41 BCE).

King Laius
killed by his
own son

When the oracle later warned a grown Oedipus that he would kill his father and sleep with
his mother, the horrified young man fled
Corinth, home to the couple he believed were
his parents. At a crossroads during his ensuing
journey, a road-rage dispute over who had the
right of way resulted in him killing the man
blocking his path. Unbeknownst to Oedipus,
that man was Laius, his father.

King Creon

unknowingly
married her
own son

Becomes King
after Polynices
and Eteocles are
dead

Oedipus

Oedipus Rex gives us the backstory of the old
man we meet in Oedipus at Colonus.
Oedipus was the son of King Laius and Queen
Jocasta of Thebes (see the accompanying
Oedipus family tree). Warned by the sacred
oracle of Delphi that his infant son would kill
him someday, Laius bound Oedipus’ ankles
together with a pin and ordered Jocasta to kill
him; unable to do so, she commanded a
servant to kill the child for her. That servant
instead left the defenseless baby on a
mountain, where Oedipus was rescued by a
shepherd. The shepherd then presented
Oedipus to the childless king of Corinth, who
raised Oedipus as his son.

Jocasta

killed his father
& married his
mother

Eteocles

Polyneices

What follows is the weirdest and in some ways
least tragic of the 32 surviving Greek tragedies.
Preparing to die, Oedipus takes stock of his
life. There’s still a lot of anger inside of him, as
becomes particularly clear through encounters
with brother-in-law Creon and son Polyneices.
But Oedipus simultaneously finds peace,
through call-and-response conversations with
the Chorus; the hospitality offered by Athens’
ruler, Theseus; the love of his daughters; and,
most important, his acceptance of his approaching death, which promises a release
from his long and troubled life.

No such peace awaits Antigone, whose story
unfolds in the play that bears her name.
Proceeding on to the city of Thebes, Oedipus
Following her father’s death, she returns home
eventually solved a riddle crafted by a monster to Thebes, where her warring brothers
– the Sphinx – that had plagued Thebes. As a
eventually kill each other. Creon therefore
reward for saving their city, the grateful
becomes King; he prohibits any Theban from
Thebans made Oedipus their king; he then
burying Antigone’s brother Polyneices, who’d
married Jocasta, not knowing that the dowager rebelled against Thebes during the civil war.
queen was actually his mother. Together, this
Because Antigone disobeys Creon’s edict, she
incestuous couple had four children (each of
is buried alive in a cave, where she hangs
whom is also one of Oedipus’ siblings): sons
herself. An enraged Haemon – Creon’s son but
Polyneices and Eteocles, and daughters
also engaged to Antigone – tries and fails to
Antigone and Ismene.
stab his father before killing himself. Eurydice,
When the truth eventually came to light,
Creon’s wife, then kills herself.
Jocasta killed herself and Oedipus blinded
No wonder the Chorus in Oedipus at Colonus
himself, using the “long pins of hammered
suggests that the best possible fate a human
gold” that had held Jocasta’s dress together.
might hope for is to have never been born.
Creon, Jocasta’s brother, took charge, while
Oedipus prepared for exile.
But long after this choral poem is delivered,
we’re told near play’s end that Oedipus died
When we next see him at the start of Oedipus
without sorrow or sickness and at peace with
at Colonus, Oedipus has long been exiled from
his new home of Athens, which he has pledged
Thebes, where a civil war involving Oedipus’
to watch over and protect even after he enters
two sons is underway. Accompanied by
the kingdom of the dead. It’s an intimation of
Antigone, he comes to Colonus, renowned
immortality – and a promise of redemption,
throughout Greece as a sacred site. By setting
gloriously fulfilled and delivered in the uplifting
his play there, writes Bagg, “Sophocles created
vocals of The Gospel at Colonus.
a physical setting where men and gods
converge.”
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Ismene

Antigone

Making the Classics New: Lee Breuer and
Mabou Mines
Once described as the “wild man” of New
York’s “experimental-theatre scene,” 82-yearold Lee Breuer has directed 13 Obie-winning
productions and won additional Obie awards
for several of the many pieces he’s written,
including The Gospel at Colonus.

Gospel was originally envisioned as a
companion piece for Sister Suzie Cinema, a 30minute doo-wop song cycle. But by the time it
debuted at BAM in 1983, it had morphed into a
full-blown musical adaptation of Sophocles’
play, using Robert Fitzgerald’s acclaimed
translation.

Breuer further emphasizes this performative
quality by borrowing from Japanese Noh
theater to “split” key roles.

Oedipus, for example, is both performed by a
narrating character (the preacher played by
Freeman in the original production) and a
surrounding chorus that performs his
After first experiencing this new work
struggles, through song and dance that physiFitzgerald’s widow – Yale English professor
cally dramatizes what Oedipus feels (the role
Most of Breuer’s work has been developed and
Penelope Fitzgerald – noted that her husband originally played by Clarence Fountain and the
staged under the auspices of Mabou Mines, an
had first imagined his translation “in musical
Blind Boys of Alabama). What’s experienced in
experimental theater company in New York for
terms.” She added, “a great work is great for
the mind and heart is embodied (literally) on
which Breuer was one of the founders and for
all time and accommodates itself to a changing stage through the ritualized performance of
which he remains one of four artistic directors.
world.”
the community.
Conceived in 1970 at the home of composer
Echoing Fitzgerald in writing about The Gospel Reverend Earl F. Miller, who played Pastor
Philip Glass and theater director and writer
at Colonus, Breuer asked, “should not the living Theseus in the 1988 Broadway production of
JoAnne Akalaitis near Mabou Mines, Nova
experience teach us something of the historical The Gospel at Colonus, observed that “Black
Scotia, Mabou Mines was inspired and
one?” And, one might add, shouldn’t the
preaching is body and soul. Black preaching
influenced by European avant-garde theater
historical experience teach us something of the like black religion is holistic. It engages the
collectives such as the Berliner Ensemble; in
whole person . . . When we first started serving
living one?
the ensuing half century, Mabou Mines has
God . . . we danced him. We praised him with
gone on to create more than 120 new works
The Gospel at Colonus doesn’t just incorporate
our whole being. What implications does this
the call-and-response technique that
and received more than 100 major awards.
have for drama? Well, in reality, what I do
Sophocles did so much to develop. It also
every Sunday is drama, but I am performing for
Mabou Mines is steeped in theatrical
embodies a dialogic call and response – bethe Lord.”
modernism: Something old is continually made
tween the world of Greek tragedy and
new, often with an assist from mixed media
contemporary America – that allows us to see The Principle of Hope: Catharsis at Colonus
and a deliberate admixture of various styles
both in a new light.
and periods. The resulting creations are
Such performance generates catharsis,
designed to subvert our expectations of how
Through a Distant Mirror: Greek Drama and
liberating the community from its pent-up
art (and politics) work so that we might see the the Black Church
emotion and pain; as Queen of Gospel Mahalia
world fresh. Consistent with that vision,
Jackson once said, “Gospel songs are songs of
Greek drama began in the countryside as a
Mabou Mines has a long history of radically
hope. When you sing them you are delivered
ritual that we would call a church service.
adapting classic texts.
of your burden.”
Grounded in oral culture involving various gods
In a 1981 production of Shakespeare’s The
and heroes, it was highly musical. The choral
In Sophocles’ play, that deliverance comes as
Tempest in Central Park, Breuer used eleven
singing of hymns honoring various gods, often charis – the Greek word for the grace extended
Ariels. In Peter Pan and Wendy (1996), one
accompanied by a reed instrument, evolved to to the damaged and oppressed. Oedipus may
woman in an all-white Edwardian nursery
become the choral ode, danced as it was sung. die at Colonus. But in a sense he is also
recreated J.M. Barrie’s novel and celebrated
reborn, into a fuller understanding of himself,
In explaining the origin of The Gospel at
the power of reading – aided by bunraku-style
his suffering, what it means to love, and how
Colonus, Breuer gave props to Harlem
puppets and scraps of cloth and paper. In
one might live on, among the dead with whom
Renaissance novelist and anthropologist Zora
Breuer’s brilliant adaptation of A Doll’s House
one comes to rest. He is reconciled with the
Neale Hurston, noting that she’d made the
(2009), women towered over men played by
gods and with his community. His death may
connection between Greek drama and Black
dwarves, underscoring the asymmetrical
involve a descent into Hades, homeland of the
Pentecostal church services long before he did.
power relations at the core of gender politics
ancient dead. But Sophocles makes it sound a
Breuer then observed: “As was the classic
lot like an ascent toward what Christians would
and Ibsen’s play.
Greek performance, the Pentecostal service is
call heaven.
The Gospel at Colonus is the most famous of
a communal catharsis which forges religious,
We’ll see such an uplifting resurrection in The
these Mabou Mines adaptations.
cultural and political bonds.”
Gospel at Colonus. Oedipus sings his dream of
Breuer and Telson began working on The
While it’s set in a church, The Gospel at Colobeing raised up; we watch that dream come
Gospel at Colonus in 1981. Telson’s musical
nus is highly theatrical; both the Black
true, in the soaring music of Telson’s score and
career has included stints with the Revolution- sanctified church and Greek religion
in the action it commemorates.
ary Music Collective (featuring a young Bonnie “perform,” through communal services, a
Raitt on vocals) and the Philip Glass Ensemble, spiritual deliverance from suffering. It’s this
Watching Oedipus’ death and resurrection – a
serving as pianist for band leaders Tito Puente performative link between the two traditions
literal as well as figurative rapture – we get a
and Machito, and serving as organist (as well
which sold Freeman on Breuer’s idea (Freeman sense of what is potentially promised to those
as composer) for the Blind Boys of Alabama.
stayed with the production, as it evolved from of us left behind. Captive we may be, as we
seek deliverance from what Breuer’s text
BAM to Broadway, for five years).
refers to as the “prison” within which we live
our lives of division and pain. But as Oedipus
Season Sponsors
says to his children right before taking his final
158 N. Broadway
leave, “one word frees us of all the weight and
Milwaukee, WI 53202
pain of life. That word is love.”
(414) 291-7811
www.skylightmusictheatre.org
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